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New Frontiers Entrepreneur Development Programme

New Frontiers is Enterprise Ireland’s National Entrepreneurs Development Programme for early stage startups.

Based in 14 incubation centres across the country, each year, we support 150 startups from a range of sectors including food, bio, engineering, and technology.
About the Programme

**State Funding Access:** Enterprise Ireland is a chief source of funding for Irish Startups. The New Frontiers Programme gives founders access to some chief decision makers in the business development process as well as €15,000 for Phase 2 participants.

**Geographic Accessibility:** New Frontiers has 14 centres across Ireland. Most other programmes are solely Dublin based.

**Equity Taken:** Other programmes take at least 7.5% of the participant’s company. New Frontiers takes 0%.

**Campus Expertise:** New Frontiers participants have access to campus expertise and R&D facilities that the colleges offer.

**Diversity of Participant Companies:** Most private startup programmes are in the tech sector and focus exclusively on internet companies. New Frontiers takes startups from all industries.

The New Frontiers Programme has launched a Blog! It will offer interesting and useful content to people in the Irish startup community from experts all around the country. Check it out at [www.newfrontiers.ie](http://www.newfrontiers.ie)
Athlone Institute of Technology in partnership with Maynooth University

INCUBATION CENTRE
Midlands Innovation and Research Centre and Maynooth University

WEB SITE
www.ait.ie/newfrontiers

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME MANAGER:
Bert Farrell
PHONE: 090 6483043
EMAIL: bfarrell@ait.ie

MIRC MANAGER:
Michael Lonergan
PHONE: 090 6471882
EMAIL: mlonergan@ait.ie

MAYNOOTH UNIVERSITY COMMERCIALISATION EXECUTIVE:
Owen Laverty
PHONE: 01 7086902
EMAIL: owen.laverty@nuim.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
AgManor brings the livestock mart to your mobile - it provides live and historic footage of mart sales direct to your mobile. Farmers can bid and buy online. Farmers save time and money and marts can reach a wider sales audience.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Pat has extensive farming and business experience. A lifelong farmer and son of a cattle dealer means livestock marts are like a second home. It is this experience that gave Pat the unique insight to help create the AgManor solution.

PROMOTER NAME
Pat McNeill
COMPANY NAME
AgManor
PHONE: 086 8356280
EMAIL: pat@agmanor.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
BusOnline deploys software and e-commerce to create an online Platform to provide customers with a hassle-free solution to booking Group Transport through Innovation, Automation and Efficiency.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
6 years’ experience in Sales and Customer Service with Home Retail Group PLC. I Completed a 12-month Finance Internship with Citigroup. Bachelor of Business Studies graduate from Dublin City University.

PROMOTER NAME
Brian O’Rourke
COMPANY NAME
BusOnline
PHONE: 085 7125504
EMAIL: brian.orourke24@mail.dcu.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

ClearVision is an e-learning supplier, creating and using animation and whiteboard videos as a tool to assist in the Education and Business Management Development sectors through a process of online and blended learning.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Eoin has a Business Degree with Music and Multimedia, and a HDip in Entrepreneurship. He has extensive experience in staff development and managerial roles in a large multinational. Eoin has held a number of different coaching and development roles.

PROMOTER NAME

Eoin Costello

COMPANY NAME

ClearVision Learning Solutions

PHONE: 085 3759008
EMAIL: eoin@cvls.ie
WEBSITE: www.cvls.ie
TWITTER: @clearvision_ie @itsmeeoin

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Euro Stallions is a stallion semen agency and EU-approved semen storage centre. Our focus is to provide sport horse breeders access to the very best sport horse stallions and remove the limits of logistics in the sport horse breeding sector. Euro Stallions will expand to also provide advanced reproductive techniques in creating a centre of equine reproduction excellence.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Emma-Rose has a Master’s Degree in Veterinary Medicine and has further specialization from the leading equine reproduction centres across the world. Emma is actively involved in the sport horse breeding sector and utilises advanced techniques in her own breeding programme.

PROMOTER NAME

Emma-Rose Conroy

COMPANY NAME

Euro Stallions

PHONE: 086 0746345
EMAIL: info@eurostellions.ie
WEBSITE: www.eurostellions.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
FindrsKeeprs is a virtual recruitment agency designed to empower jobseekers to find their ideal job while also improving the talent attraction, acquisition and retention processes for growing businesses seeking to hire.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Daniel is an experienced recruitment professional with an impressive track record in Technical and IT recruitment, both in Ireland and internationally. He has extensive experience in B2C and B2B sales along with building and leading high performing sales teams.

PROMOTER NAME
Daniel Dunne
COMPANY NAME
FindrsKeeprs
PHONE: 085 7509439
EMAIL: danieldunnit@gmail.com
TWITTER: @DanDunnIt

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
HD Tracking Systems have designed a unique tagging and labelling system for luggage, keys and personal possessions like gadgets, laptops, peripherals, tools, anything portable. We have called it the SQURL. We aim to supply the Luggage and Technology Sectors but also wish to license to the Promotional Gifts market with specific focus on the Travel and Insurance markets.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Tommy and co-promoter Franz Hajster have worked for leading names in the Semiconductor and Automation industries for 30yrs between them. Tommy spent some time helping a new semiconductor equipment start up in Milan. Franz is an avid inventor and has designed and built many items from 3D printers to unique toys.

PROMOTER NAME
Tommy Dunning
COMPANY NAME
HD Tracking Systems
PHONE: 087 2731838
EMAIL: hdtrackingsystems@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.squrls.net
TWITTER: @squirltags
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Innovative Products have designed and manufactured a Fire Hood product in Ireland to prevent the spread of fires in ceilings. The product also has the capacity to be used as an Airtight Unit to minimize heat loss through light fittings.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Brendan is an entrepreneur who has gained valuable experience while working in the electronics and the construction industry. Key strengths are management, product design, manufacturing, program management and continuous improvement.

PROMOTER NAME

Brendan Kelly

COMPANY NAME

Innovative Products

PHONE: 086 8314581
EMAIL: info@lightcovers.ie
WEBSITE: www.lightcovers.ie
TWITTER: @Innovatepro

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Invidico designs and manufactures video-based, stereoscopic microscopes. Containing two miniature cameras, processing electronics and an integrated display, the video microscopes are used for assembly and inspection in the electronics and medical industries.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Alan is an Electronics Design Engineer with over twenty years’ business experience in the design and manufacture of video-based magnifiers, used by the visually impaired and in industrial applications. The products he designed have grossed over €40m in sales and have won multiple iF and RedDot design awards.

PROMOTER NAME

Alan Johnston

COMPANY NAME

Invidico

PHONE: 087 2327140
EMAIL: alan@invidico.com
WEBSITE: www.invidico.com
Mimergy is a visionary company in the waste management sector, recovering high value resources from waste by utilising a unique advanced conversion technology.

Niall is qualified in Instrumentation & Control Engineering and has a strong technical background. His expertise lies in the area of automated industrial system design and maintenance. Niall is motivated by a strong desire to make the circular economy a reality.

Moodley Manor is a food R&D company specialising in the creation, commercialization and marketing of non-dairy products.

Aisling Mooney, formerly the COO of Technique REMS, is a management expert with a strong background in high-skilled workforce co-ordination and strategic operations management. Co-promoter Gavyn Pedley, an entrepreneur and venture management specialist with a decade in the IT sector, is the commercialisation expert at Moodley Manor.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
TheGroupSystem.com is innovative software that streamlines group bookings for all types of businesses and increases profits, brand awareness and reduces costs.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Dean Gammell is a GMIT Graduate who is an entrepreneur at heart. Experienced project manager for Killarney Telecommunications in 3G network roll-out. Founder of DG Ventures incorporating Stagit.ie, Henit.ie, BumperBallz.ie and Christmasbash.ie.

PROMOTER NAME
Dean Gammell
COMPANY NAME
TheGroupSystem.com
PHONE: 087 6692168
EMAIL: dean@stagit.ie
WEBSITE: www.thegroupsystem.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Tixserve is building a technology platform to enable our online ticket exchange customers eliminate fraudulent re-selling of e-tickets for music, sports and other live events. This global secondary ticket market is valued at $25bn or some 500m transactions.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Patrick has a track record in building successful European electronic transaction businesses at Payzone/Alphyra and Transaction Network Services Inc. He was a founder shareholder and MD of the European arm of TNS which exited for over $750m.

PROMOTER NAME
Patrick J Kirby
COMPANY NAME
Tixserve
PHONE: 086 8303617
EMAIL: pjkirby@tixserve.com
WEBSITE: www.tixserve.com
TWITTER: @PatrickKirby4
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
With an ethos of fun, functional and true-to-life, Truzees design, develop and bring to market innovative gifts and products for the new generation of mums. Truzees’s products are unique; they celebrate the uncelebrated milestones in life!

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Angela is also Co-Founder of DesignHub and Director of her own branding and design company. Her branding and design work has featured in publications such as Mashable, Forbes, The Irish Times and Independent to name a few.

PROMOTER NAME
Angela Mahon

COMPANY NAME
Truzees

PHONE: 087 2353976
EMAIL: angela@truzees.com
WEBSITE: www.truzees.com
TWITTER: @truzees
@Angela_Mahon
INSTITUTE
Institute of Technology Blanchardstown

INCUBATION CENTRE
The LINC

WEB SITE
www.itb.ie/IndustryInnovation/enterprise.html

NEW FRONTIERS ENTERPRISE MANAGER:
Claire Macnamee
PHONE: 01 8851502
EMAIL: claire.macnamee@itb.ie

INCUBATION CENTRE MANAGER:
Assumpta Harvey
PHONE: 01 8851186 087 9816485
EMAIL: assumpta.harvey@itb.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Gateway Sports is an Online Sports Platform that helps local and national sports bodies & Government Sports Organisations. The online platform manages and helps to grow our customer’s key assets including facilities and members on one dedicated portal.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Anthony Carroll is an experienced Businessman. Anthony has over 20 years experience within the Football and Sports sector as a Club Director, Team Manager & Trainer and former Professional Player. He has a particular passion for football and developing young players and clubs, having coached over 1000 players to date, many of whom are now playing professional football.

PROMOTER NAME
Anthony Carroll
COMPANY NAME
Gateway Sports
PHONE: 086 8896339
EMAIL: info@streetsoccer.ie
WEBSITE: www.gatewaysport.ie
TWITTER: @gatewaysportint

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
The Fungus platform provides free development tools, learning resources and publishing options for creating story based games in Unity 3D. Fungus is an ideal solution for students learning to code and for artists & writers looking to create professional quality graphical adventure games.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Chris Gregan has worked in the games industry for over 12 years. He has led software development on many chart topping mobile games and game creation tools, as well as co-founding the Dublin office for a U.S. games company.

PROMOTER NAME
Christopher Gregan
COMPANY NAME
Snozbot
PHONE: 086 4048039
EMAIL: chris@snozbot.com
WEBSITE: http://fungus.snozbot.com
TWITTER: @snozbot
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Clocktower reduces the administrative burden for the coordinators and participants of collaborative projects. Clocktower provides resource and expense tracking software to ensure projects comply with their mandatory reporting requirements. Our software simplifies the administrative process so that people can spend more time focussed on core project objectives.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Kevin Kerrigan is an accomplished IT consultant with 13 years’ experience in the areas of eGovernment, Cloud Computing, and Telecommunications. has worked on Government projects in Ireland, Europe and the Middle East and holds PMP & PRINCE2 certifications.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
AliMacSkincare Ltd - we exist to benefit every body that we touch. Our skincare range is made from only purest Botanical ingredients for which we have Soil Association Accreditation.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Alison McIntosh is a Product Development Professional with a strong International background in well known retail brands such as M&S and River Island & Sleepys. Also a trained aromatherapist she has utilised both skill sets to build her Organic Skincare line.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Tuuway is a web video conferencing solution built for the many business professionals that use tools such as Skype, Facetime or Hangouts but want and need something better, something more businesslike!

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Ivan O’Connor is an accomplished and experienced tech entrepreneur with a strong background in developing new technologies and breaking into international markets.

PROMOTER NAME
Ivan O’Connor
COMPANY NAME
Tuuway Technologies Ltd
PHONE: 086 0483462
EMAIL: ioconnor@tuuway.com
WEBSITE: www.tuuway.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
A5 Technologies develops advanced English learning software for Asian corporate clients, to help their employees achieve the English speaking skills they need as business professionals.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Daire O’Neill is a software engineer who spent 5 years living and working in Tokyo, as Chief Engineer of a respected audio technology company. He has strong skills in audio software design, and deep knowledge of Japanese customs and culture.

PROMOTER NAME
Daire O’Neill
COMPANY NAME
A5 Technologies
PHONE: 087 3404385
EMAIL: oneill.daire@gmail.com
Proud Glow Toys develops innovative products that inspire children to learn science, technology, maths and engineering (STEM) principles through active play. The products encourage girls to gain confidence with building and designing while realising that they can make an impact on the world through their ideas.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Cristina Purtill is an experienced marketing professional with a rich expertise in Product Marketing of healthcare and technology products. She has worked for multinational companies in the USA and Europe where she had launched and built successful global products.

Superdisty is cloud based software that automates and manages the business process with online global retailers.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Elaine is an experienced entrepreneur and business development professional. Having worked in the UK in her early career, Elaine successfully co-founded Memory Bank in 1995, the company is now recognised as one of the most progressive and competitive distributors within the IT industry. During this time Elaine developed the companys’ internal bespoke distribution software.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Orla Reynolds Ltd. is a furniture design company specialising in dual function space saving solutions.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Orla Reynolds is an award winning furniture designer. Her dual function debut collection ‘As if from nowhere...’ has been recognised in design and architectural magazines worldwide. Orla’s work extends to graphic design and set design with a background in professional dance.

PROMOTER NAME
Orla Reynolds
COMPANY NAME
Orla Reynolds Ltd
EMAIL: orla@orlareynolds.com
WEBSITE: www.orlareynolds.com
TWITTER: @OrlaReynolds

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Enviroskim Engineering is a catering equipment company that is looking to reduce the oil consumption in the food industry.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Daniel Sage is a Marketing Graduate who has been working in the food industry for the past 6 years. He has a wealth of experience in Restaurant & People Management. Daniel also won 1st prize at The 2014 Student Synergy Awards.

PROMOTER NAME
Daniel Sage
COMPANY NAME
Enviroskim Engineering
PHONE: 086 1240989
EMAIL: danielfsage@gmail.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

At Mermaids and Dragons we draw on the themes and characters in children's stories, using them to create collections of activities, crafts, projects and fun ideas to inspire parents and children.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Lucy Smith is an entrepreneur with extensive experience with start up companies. A UCD Smurfit MBA graduate she has strong leadership, team building and management experience with a particular focus on achieving effective, efficient early stage growth and scalability.

PROMOTER NAME

Lucy Smith

COMPANY NAME

Mermaids and Dragons

PHONE: 087 1322545

EMAIL: lucylizsmith@hotmail.com

WEBSITE: www.mermaidsanddragons.com

TWITTER: @Alimacskincare

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Komeer.com is a mobile alerts service for organisations to rapidly and easily communicate important information to their workforce, members or students. The recipients can then quickly and easily respond to the alerts saving the organisation time and money.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Pat Walsh is an entrepreneur with a strong background in serviced workspace management, product development and new technology start-ups. He is a former winner of the young computer person of the year, the eircom labs innovation award and is a specialist in business continuity solutions.

PROMOTER NAME

Pat Walsh

COMPANY NAME

Komeer

PHONE: 353 1 894 1410

EMAIL: pat@skybc.ie

WEBSITE: www.komeer.com

TWITTER: @Alimacskincare
INSTITUTE

Carlow Institute of Technology

INCUBATION CENTRE

Enterprise & Research Incubation Campus

WEB SITE

www.eric.ie

EXTERNAL SERVICES MANAGER:

Brian Ogilvie

PHONE:

059 9175223

EMAIL:

brian.ogilvie@itcarlow.ie

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME ADMINISTRATOR:

Maresa Fitzhenry

PHONE:

059 9175220

EMAIL:

maresa.fitzhenry@itcarlow.ie

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT MANAGER:

Ailish Delaney

PHONE:

059 9175208

EMAIL:

ailish.delaney@itcarlow.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Our mission is to improve the efficiency of all domestic and commercial deliveries worldwide with an independent, GPS based digital directory, tailored specifically for the delivery industry. Our Next Gen Deliveries Platform is comprised of 14 components designed specifically to enhance existing services, and improve historical problems.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Evin had a successful nine year spell as an employee of RTE working as a senior scheduler, a sales coordinator and a media account executive. He was responsible for campaign budgeting and deal structuring.

PROMOTER NAME

Evin Anglim

COMPANY NAME

AAYDOT Ltd

PHONE: 085 8676895
EMAIL: aaydotltd@gmail.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

We are a producer of spalted timber products. We utilise an innovative bioprocess that allows us to artificially spalt timber more effectively and efficiently than the standard industry method. Spalted timber is a high-value decorative wood which is typically used for homewear applications.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

In the past Eoin Brett co-managed a timber product manufacturing business. Previous to this Eoin studied science in college and worked with automated manufacturing systems.

PROMOTER NAME

Eoin Brett

COMPANY NAME

Spalted Solutions

PHONE: 083 3611059
EMAIL: Eoinbrett@gmail.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Classroom Guidance Ltd develops workbooks and e-learning resources for guidance counsellors in the Irish education system. The imminent on-line learning platform will organise both teacher and student. It will enable meaningful development of vocational awareness and learning throughout a child’s second levels experience.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Having spent twelve years as a guidance counsellor it became apparent that the students were leaving school ill prepared for the next phase of life. Brian Comerford wants to create an e-learning guidance curriculum platform that will help students organise their vocational learning and make better life choices.

PROMOTER NAME
Brian Comerford
COMPANY NAME
Classroom Guidance Ltd.
PHONE: 087 08118340
056 7793597
EMAIL: info@classroomguidance.ie
WEBSITE: www.classroomguidance.ie
TWITTER: @comerford_brian

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
We develop training, conditioning and rehabilitation solutions for athletes of all levels to target improvements in performance and recovery time and to prehabilitate against specific injury types.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Noel Doherty, the company principal, participated at an elite level of Inter-county athletics where he saw first-hand the preferred methodologies of sports science and conditioning professionals and the difficulties they had in implementing their requirements. Noel used his ability to develop and create solutions to these problems.

PROMOTER NAME
Noel Doherty
COMPANY NAME
NJDTRAD
PHONE: 086 1715180
056 77 93182
EMAIL: noeldoherty@hamstring.ie
WEBSITE: www.hamstring.ie
TWITTER: @TheHamstring
**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Fantasy5live is a gaming and marketing company designed to help clubs, sporting organisations and brands better engage and interact with fans through weekly white labelled fantasy sports games.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

Trevor Keane is a digital marketer with a background in sports content and fantasy gaming. He is the author of two published football books; Gaffers, 50 years of Irish football managers (Mercier, 2012) and Running Through Walls, the Dave Langan Story (DB Publishing, 2012).

**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Twiznight is a unique and interactive marketing tool that enables a brand to get in front of a large twitter audience, in the form of a twitter quiz. Our quizzes attract up to 200 players, result in up to 2,000 mentions of the brand name and a twitter audience of up to 250,000.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

Rory McEvoy is CIMA Qualified Accountant, with 19 years’ experience working in industry for companies such as Green Isle Foods, Greencore and for 8 years with United Drug Plc.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
We designed a range of lockboxes that operate using standard or electronic padlocks. We understand security and accessibility require equal attention therefore we developed the double and multi lockbox to allow equal access to all users of any entrance.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
We have 40 years experience working in the security and engineering industry. We discovered a problem in the security/accessibility area and turned our experience to finding a solution to resolve it.

PROMOTER NAME
Willie O’Connor
COMPANY NAME
2Secure BLS
PHONE: 087 9692223
EMAIL: 2securebls@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.2securebls.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Ark Farm Innovations was founded by Joe O’Reilly and Mandy O Connell in Gorey, Co.Wexford. Our main focus is on dairy hygiene and improving the bio-security on dairy farms. Our product CUBISAN is a disinfectant bedding powder for controlling mastitis causing bacteria in dairy cows bedding.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Joe O’Reilly has 14 years’ experience working in the dairy industry in various roles. He has gained a wide range experience in sales/production/quality. He has been working for a number of years in the sales of animal health products into the dairy industry.

PROMOTER NAME
Joseph O’Reilly
COMPANY NAME
Ark Farm Innovations
PHONE: 087 3471347
053 9484416
EMAIL: arkfarminnovations@outlook.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Higgleoo TV is a new interactive entertainment platform for kids age 2-6. We embed the social and emotional development skills kids need in the types of entertainment kids love. Higgleoo TV is multi platform and based on our own IP.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Previous to starting Higgleoo TV, Niamh was Marketing Director for educational games company Sneaky Vegetables. She is interested in using entertainment and technology as a means to equip children with life-long skills.

PROMOTER NAME

Niamh Sheehan

COMPANY NAME

Higgleoo TV

PHONE:  085 1791001
        085 7254928

EMAIL:  higgleootv@gmail.com

WEBSITE: www.thehiggleoos.com

TWITTER: @thehiggleoos
INSTITUTE

Cork Institute of Technology

INCUBATION CENTRE
Rubicon Centre

WEB SITE
www.RubiconCentre.ie

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME MANAGER:

Peter Finnegan
PHONE:
021 4928916
EMAIL:
Peter.Finnegan@rubiconcentre.ie

INNOVATION CENTRE MANAGER:

Paul Healy
PHONE:
021 4928901
EMAIL:
paul.healy@cit.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
A digital preservation, storage and curation platform, designed for administration and management of digitised cultural heritage collections. HeritageArk preserves collections, ensuring that the content is accessible, secure and readable for years, making archiving easy, while at the same time scalable and affordable.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Adrian Legg has 17 years experienced in award winning digital media production management in video encoding and storage, web development, video streaming and ISO process management. Deirdre Ní Luasaigh has 18 years experience specialising in digital reproduction and design, working with publishers, universities and international companies.

PROMOTER NAME
Adrian Legg & Deirdre Ní Luasaigh
COMPANY NAME
Heritage Ark
PHONE: 086 1004658
EMAIL: adrian@fastnetarchiving.com
deirdre@fastnetarchiving.com
WEBSITE: www.heritageark.com
TWITTER: @memenow

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
GroupBooked.com is an online marketplace connecting organisers of private group events with relevant providers. The website aids the coordination and communication involved in organising such events, particularly by facilitating individual online payments for each attendee.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Andrew has extensive experience in web design and digital marketing. Andrew is responsible for system development and growing GroupBooked via online and offline channels.

PROMOTER NAME
Andrew Kingston
COMPANY NAME
GroupBooked
PHONE: 021 7011170
EMAIL: andrew@groupbooked.com
WEBSITE: www.groupbooked.com
TWITTER: @GroupBooked
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

ARK Platform is a SaaS platform that provides Charities and Not for Profit (NFP) organisations a web based interactive suite of tools to enhance fundraising and collaboration with local companies and individuals. Charities and NFP organisations fail to take advantage of individuals being able to make regular, tax efficient payments to them. In turn, charities/NFP cannot avail of the in-country tax breaks available to them. Our SaaS platform provides an ‘off the shelf’, end2end cloud based solution to fill this void for these organisations.

DEVELOPER NAME
David McCarthy
COMPANY NAME
ARK Platform Ltd
PHONE: 086 7272953
EMAIL: david.mccarthy@arkplatform.com
WEBSITE: www.arkplatform.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

IDME has developed safety ID/medical wristbands that are waterproof, reusable and easily updateable, enabling the wearer to carry with them key information that could help to reunite a child with a loved one or provide emergency services with vital medical and contact information. Deirdre won the prestigious ‘Cork Innovates Bursary’ in 2013 and recently won a competitive research grant from CIT’s Nimbus Centre.

DEVELOPER NAME
Deirdre O’Leary
COMPANY NAME
IDME
PHONE: 086 0526929
EMAIL: dee@idme.ie
WEBSITE: www.idme.ie
TWITTER: @idmewristbands

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Deirdre undertook Mathematics and Computing in Cork Institute of Technology and has over 20 years experience working in sales and recruitment functions.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Martina’s Delicious produces a range of high quality seafood pies. The products are high in protein, low in salt and sugar, gluten free and 100% natural. All of the fish is sourced from sustainable fisheries.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Derry has 10 years experience working in the seafood industry. Martina’s Seafood pies became a destination product for many of the customers in the fishmongering business established by Derry and his wife and business partner, Martina. Based on its popularity they decided to supply other retailers with the product range.

PROMOTER NAME
Derry Horgan
COMPANY NAME
Martina’s Delicious
PHONE: 086 0893989
EMAIL: martina@martinasdelicious.ie
WEBSITE: www.martinasdelicious.ie
TWITTER: @martinasdelish

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Composite plastic waste such as tyres, printed circuit boards and automobile shredder residue are hazardous wastes and are difficult to recycle. These waste streams contain value in their components. Composite Recycling Ltd has developed a patented process to recycle these wastes in an environmentally and economically sustainable manner utilising molten metals or molten salts.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Frank has over 25 years of experience in the design of chemical plants and he holds a Masters Degree from the Technical University Berlin and a PhD from University College Cork, both of which are in chemical engineering.

PROMOTER NAME
Frank Riedewald
COMPANY NAME
Composite Recycling Ltd
PHONE: 087 2463832
EMAIL: frank.riedewald@comp-recycling.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Mianra Artisan Soaps offers a wide range of uniquely designed, luxury soaps/bath & body products targeting the gift and wedding sectors. Through the visual designs, unique ingredients and sophisticated scent blends Mianra offers a joy for the senses.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Hajni Kele has a teaching background with over 13 years experience in the craft of soap making. She gained an international reputation for her unique design techniques and has a rapidly growing customer base. She has an extensive knowledge of the manufacturing process and a keen interest in graphic design and photography.

PROMOTER NAME
Hajni Kele
COMPANY NAME
Mianra Artisan Soaps
PHONE: 087 9560460
EMAIL: info@mianrasoaps.com
WEBSITE: www.mianrasoaps.com
TWITTER: @mianrasoaps

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Inspect 4 Hoof Trimming has developed an innovative product called the ‘Inspect 4 Turn Over Hoof Paring Crate’. The turn over crate is designed to improve safety and efficiency when treating cows’ feet. Inspect 4 Hoof Trimming Ltd. has different models which they sell to farmers and professional hoof trimmers. The product is CE Certified.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Maeve has a background in dairy farming and holds a BSc (Hons) in Land Management Agriculture from Waterford Institute of Technology. Previous experience includes working on a 1,300 cow dairy farm in New Zealand and with Teagasc Moorepark’s Dairy Research Centre. Maeve is currently Secretary of the Irish Cattle Foot Trimmers Association.

PROMOTER NAME
Maeve O’Keeffe
COMPANY NAME
Inspect 4 Hoof Trimming Limited
PHONE: 087 9539581
EMAIL: inspect4hooftrimming@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.inspect4.eu
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Poly Passive Mouldings Ltd produces lightweight, thermal efficient windowsills that supersede current building regulations and future near carbon zero EU directives. Not only do concrete windowsills fail to meet current building regulations but they also pose serious manual handling issues.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Patrick is a Horticulturist by qualification. In 2000 he started a business called Deck By Design which ran successfully until 2010. The company designed and built bespoke composite decks in Ireland. The company was the first Trex Pro Gold installer outside of the US. Clients included Tayto Park in Co. Meath and the Irish Greyhound Board, Limerick.

PROMOTER NAME

Patrick Beausang

COMPANY NAME

Poly Passive Mouldings Ltd

PHONE: 086 0234452
EMAIL: info@passivesills.com
WEBSITE: www.passivesills.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

BizTweet is an innovative, scalable, social software that will empower businesses to proactively communicate to thousands/millions of their customers. It enables them to send individual, real-time messages to customers at key trigger points throughout the customer experience, increasing satisfaction and loyalty while generating new revenue opportunities for their business.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Paul has a background in decisioning technology and helping companies make complex, high-volume decisions. This experience in turn led to the formation of TIC. TIC adds the new dynamic of “social” into the decisioning mix.

PROMOTER NAME

Paul Brugger

COMPANY NAME

TIC Ltd

PHONE: 086 0450404
EMAIL: paul@tic.ie
WEBSITE: www.tic.ie
TWITTER: @PaulBrugger
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Patient Pixel develops computer games that make physiotherapy fun and motivating for patients recovering from surgery or injury. The games are prescribed by a physiotherapist as part of the patient’s rehabilitation regime.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Paul Shannon is a digital storyteller, filmmaker, published author and co-winner of the 2013 CIT Innovation Prize. Paul holds a BA (Hons) in Multimedia Communications and founded Patient Pixel in 2013.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Making mobile gaming fun and profitable for everyone. The Game Code Club creates mobile games for its clients and is also creating its own advertising network, to allow companies advertise in games. Companies can have their own game or banner ads in the games of The Game Code Club’s clients and product placement within the games of these clients.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Tony McCarthy is the founder of Game Code Club Ltd. He has a background in digital media and has worked in various capacities in the industry over the years.

PROMOTER NAME
Paul Shannon
COMPANY NAME
Patient Pixel
PHONE: 087 1608303
EMAIL: paul@patientpixel.ie
WEBSITE: www.patientpixel.ie
TWITTER: @patientpixel

PROMOTER NAME
Tony McCarthy
COMPANY NAME
Game Code Club Ltd
PHONE: 083 4200905
EMAIL: irishmarketer@gmail.com
WEBSITE: http://gamecodeclub.com
TWITTER: @irishmarketer
INSTITUTE

Dublin Institute of Technology

INCUBATION CENTRE
Hothouse

WEB SITE
www.dit.ie/hothouse/entrepreneurs/

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME MANAGER:
Eoin Costello
PHONE: 01 2401307
087 7376622
EMAIL: eoin.costello@hothouse.ie

INCUBATION CENTRE MANAGER:
Bernadette O’Reilly
PHONE: 01 2401309
EMAIL: Bernadette.OReilly@hothouse.ie

NEW FRONTIERS PROJECT MANAGER:
Carol Balfe
PHONE: 01 2401307
EMAIL: carol.balfe@hothouse.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Tradey is a location based Smartphone application which connects homeowners and businesses with vetted, qualified & rated tradespeople and other home service professionals instantly. A homeowner or business can enter the app and immediately see available home service professionals in their area on a map. They simply tap their icon, view their profile and rating, send them a request and if accepted by the professional they will make the callout within 30 minutes - 1 hour.

PROMOTER NAME
Barry O’Sullivan
COMPANY NAME
Tradey Ltd
PHONE: 086 0791843
EMAIL: barryosullivan79@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.gettradey.com
TWITTER: @gettradey

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
I want to use my vast experience & passion for development to start up a new games company. We will target the underserved market of strategy and role-playing games, with a particular slant on games that are a throwback to tabletop games such as Dungeons & Dragons and collectible card games such as Magic: The Gathering.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Colm Larkin is a programmer, game developer and board game enthusiast. He is now running Gambrinous, a games studio creating games targeted at lovers of tabletop and role playing games, delivered on PCs and tablets.

PROMOTER NAME
Colm Larkin
COMPANY NAME
Gambrinous
PHONE: 087 6457565
EMAIL: colm@gambrinous.com
WEBSITE: http://gambrinous.com
TWITTER: @gambrinous
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
AgriLand is a dedicated online platform for the agricultural sector where farmers and agricultural suppliers can buy and sell goods and services from each other.

PROMOTER NAME
Cormac Farrelly
COMPANY NAME
AgriLand
PHONE: 086 2439908
EMAIL: cormac@agriland.ie
WEBSITE: www.agriland.ie
TWITTER: @agriland

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
An app which provides tailored dietary advice to pregnant women to improve the health of their babies. Women who are poorly nourished during pregnancy have babies who are lighter at birth and have increased body fat. These babies are more likely to become obese.

PROMOTER NAME
Daniel McCartney
COMPANY NAME
Diet and Health Solutions Ltd
PHONE: 086 8382864
EMAIL: danielmccartney123@gmail.com
WEBSITE: dietandhealthsolutions.com
TWITTER: @MyDietScore
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Writing for Tiny makes personalised children’s eBooks and books. These books are designed to help parents and children to communicate about the tough stuff. Parents are often faced with situations that are hard to explain. Questions from children are often abrupt and difficult to answer. Writing for Tiny has the solution!

PROMOTER NAME
Gail Condon
COMPANY NAME
Writing for Tiny
PHONE: 087 7804270
EMAIL: gail@writingfortiny.com
WEBSITE: www.writingfortiny.com
TWITTER: @writingfortiny

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
A software platform for the Internet of Things (IOT) called cirkit.io. This platform will be used by IOT developers to create their products. Therefore our customers are software developers within IOT teams (either startups or within corporates).

PROMOTER NAME
Jason Ruane
COMPANY NAME
Random Labs Ltd.
PHONE: 087 6570028
EMAIL: jason@randomlabs.io
WEBSITE: www.randomlabs.io
TWITTER: @cirkit.io
Crowdsight is a mobile sponsorship platform for venues that aims to capture fan generated content at live events and reward fans through sponsored prizes for these content uploads. Crowdsight capitalises on existing fan behaviour of sharing photos/text at events via traditional social media channels, and aims to interrupt the direct sharing of content and capture users and content in our app before they are synced with traditional social media.

www.ConnectClans.com will give individuals the opportunity to build their present day family tree in just a few minutes, by utilising their family connections on Facebook. They simply ‘permission in’ through Facebook and our software will access their contacts and ‘serve’ them up in a way that allows the user to ‘flag’ and categorise them quickly and efficiently.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

77% of all car sales in Ireland are initiated over the internet. In this context, trust is a huge issue for buyers as they have to make assessments of cars with very little information to hand. The seller has a problem too, they must make their car stand out amongst the hundreds/thousands of other ads if they are to sell and get value from it. TrustHub has developed a world-first process to solve both of these problems. We totally eliminate the problem of stolen or otherwise untrustworthy cars and make private sales safer for all.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Evolution Environmental Services Ltd is currently developing an environmental management software solution for the food service industry. The environmental management software will assist food service establishments comply with Fat, Oil and Grease (“FOG”) Regulations.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Michael O’Dwyer is passionate about the environment. A former engineer with Dublin City Council, he is now a director of a fast-growing environmental consultancy, Evolution Environmental Services Ltd, which delivers effective environmental inspection programmes for regulatory authorities such as government departments, the EPA and local authorities.
**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Fierce Fun’s goal is to become the market leader in the mobile adventure games sector by using their proprietary analytics software and transmedia games.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

Over the last 15 years, Peter Lynch has been working at a senior level in the computer games and digital content sectors. He founded his first gaming start-up Eirplay in 2002. With Eirplay, he won two national technology awards. With Fierce Fun, Peter and his team are targeting the tablet gaming sector with a new type of puzzle game that adapts to individual playing styles.

**PROMOTER NAME**

Peter Lynch

**COMPANY NAME**

Fierce Fun

**PHONE:** 086 8130745  
**EMAIL:** plynchire@gmail.com  
**WEBSITE:** http://fiercefun.com/  
**TWITTER:** @fiercefungames

---

**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Glue is positioning itself to be a major player in video content creation to take advantage of this surge. Our company will use this trend to build a strong brand identity as a major visual effects (VFX) studio becoming a leading service provider with experience in visual effects, 3D animation and motion graphics internationally.

**PROMOTER NAME**

Raymond Mongey

**COMPANY NAME**

Glue

**PHONE:** 085 2054668  
**EMAIL:** info@glue.ie  
**WEBSITE:** www.glue.ie  
**TWITTER:** @gluevfx
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

We provide accurate indoor positioning leading to detailed location analytics, product and store search, and push notifications. We provide an SDK which will bolt onto the back end of existing apps. Each user will use the SDK to search for products, stores, get turn by turn directions indoors, received notifications. We will be targeting - Large shopping malls, large retailers.

PROMOTER NAME
Ronan Quigley

COMPANY NAME
0ne2

PHONE: 083 1000246
EMAIL: ronanhair@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.0ne2.com
TWITTER: @0ne2.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

SOAR (Standard of Asset / Automotive Recognition) has been developed to be a highly efficient accurate real-time and independently verifiable asset recording tool, using NFC (Near Field Communication) technology. In essence it is an innovative use of NFC technology developed to provide a stock and inventory control system for the automotive market. In addition the information regarding stock levels, value and location is of great interest to insurance companies and finance houses when assessing risk.

PROMOTER NAME
Sharon Kavanagh-Banks

COMPANY NAME
Luminosity Ltd.

PHONE: 086 4151599
EMAIL: Sharon@luminosity.ie
WEBSITE: www.luminosity.ie
TWITTER: @LUMINOSITY_ie
**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Smart Apps- Mobile Apps Automated For the SME Market.

The platform caters for the unique needs of the SME market. The solution is user friendly allowing fast production of Apps through a drag and drop interface (no need for coding). The primary value proposition is apps for SME business delivered in 5 days and 90% cheaper with flexible monthly subscription model- and fully managed service

**PROMOTER NAME**

Michael Creavan

**COMPANY NAME**

Quantum Touch Ltd.

**PHONE:** 085 8712619

**EMAIL:** mikecreaven@quantumtouch.ie

**WEBSITE:** www.quantumtouch.ie

**TWITTER:** @QuantumTouch_

---

**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Sentry - “Monitors the Environment when you’re not there”. Sentry is a combination of smart sensor and Smartphone app, backed by an intelligent cloud based software service. The sensor does not operate independently of the Internet and the cloud service. There is a future product map that expands on the basic offerings, by releasing other sensors (water intrusion, radon, pollution, person presence) and expanded monitoring and trending analysis.

**PROMOTER NAME**

David McCabe

**COMPANY NAME**

Sentry/Innovative Ideas

**PHONE:** 087 2545650

**EMAIL:** davidchristophermccabe@gmail.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Our Beer Command platform brings an amazing customer experience to the beer industry that enables breweries, distributors and end users (bars) to maximise beer sales and minimise waste. The platform is a software solution using tablet displays to allow consumers to pour their own beer in bars, stadiums, cruise ships and anywhere else where beer is sold. We also supply a sophisticated beer line monitoring solution.

PROMOTER NAME
Robbie Ward
COMPANY NAME
Beer Command
PHONE: 087 6114266
EMAIL: robbieward@gmail.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Sound Training Online is an online sound engineering and music production school. Sound Training Online provides an innovative way for students to learn about music, as it gives them the flexibility to study at a time and place that suits them, all at their own pace. It uses a modern and engaging learning platform in order to deliver online courses in a structured format.

PROMOTER NAME
Brian Cahill
COMPANY NAME
Sound Training Online
PHONE: 086 3192599
EMAIL: briancahill@soundtraining.com
WEBSITE: www.soundtrainingonline.com
TWITTER: @SoundTrainingOL
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

My Company provides a software tool called CheckVentory. It enables financiers’ of capital assets to conduct field based audits (stock checks) on a much more accurate, efficient and cost effective way to current solutions. An example of this would be car companies who frequently have to send inspectors to their car dealerships to validate the number of vehicles physically on site.

PROMOTER NAME
Adrian Walsh
COMPANY NAME
Checkventory
PHONE: 086 2433238
EMAIL: adrian@checkventory.com
WEBSITE: www.checkventory.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

We are building BeautifEye, a scalable image-intelligence platform for digital marketing. BeautifEye helps brands to improve return on investment and user engagement on social networks with new photo analysis strategies. Moreover, BeautifEye can also be used to create a range of novel applications for curating user-generated photos, contextual advertising and analytics.

PROMOTER NAME
Luca Marchesotti
COMPANY NAME
BeautifEye
PHONE: 085 8188635
EMAIL: luca.marchesotti@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.beautifeye.co
TWITTER: @lucamarchesotti
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Vantage solutions remotely monitor the level of bulk solids stored in storage silos and provide this information to our customers in a format that is relevant to them. These customers will include the Animal feed industry, the Food industry, the Pharmaceutical industry, the Plastics industry and Quarry industry.

PROMOTER NAME

Michael Farrelly

COMPANY NAME

Vantage Solutions

PHONE: 085 8828511
EMAIL: ballyhist@gmail.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

The primary product to be provided will be wooden educational jigsaw puzzles designed to assist children in learning languages in schools. Each jigsaw will contain an illustration with 10 to 40 key elements labelled with text in a variety of languages. The puzzles will be used by students at pre-school, primary and secondary levels. Pre-school and primary schools will use the puzzles to develop pupil’s first language and second language skills.

PROMOTER NAME

Rory Glover

COMPANY NAME

Kildare Puzzles Ltd.

PHONE: 087 6818043
EMAIL: rory@kildarepuzzles.ie
WEBSITE: www.kildarepuzzles.ie
TWITTER: @KPuzzles
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Globally, there has been a move towards smarter electricity networks, smart metering is a key component of this transition and supports the achievement of energy policy. Our innovative technology solution offers utilities the ability to maximise their revenue potential by taking full advantage of this data revolution that smart meters will generate. This will be achieved through applying different statistical and clustering techniques to profile common patterns of electricity use.

PROMOTER NAME
Eoin McLoughlin
PHONE: 085 7259930
EMAIL: eoin_mcloughlin@yahoo.ie
WEBSITE: http://comharsdc.ie/

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
We have developed a tool that automates many art creation tasks for the video game and movie industries, with key benefits being that more, higher quality art can be generated quicker using less human effort. In both the video game and movie industry, the typical art production pipeline begins with the producer and art lead directing concept artists to create a few examples of the art they envision for the project, establishing the look and style.

PROMOTER NAME
Eric Risser
COMPANY NAME
Artomatix
PHONE: 086 7333251
EMAIL: rissereric@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.artomatix.com
TWITTER: @Eric_Risser
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
We have designed and manufactured a unique and innovative exercise device for the feet. The device is designed to replicate the towel curl exercise that is currently prescribed by physiotherapists to people with poor foot strength and foot abnormalities. Our device is used by placing your toes into the device and squeezing against the resistant silicone material.

PROMOTER NAME
Niall Brennan

COMPANY NAME
OptiStride

PHONE: 087 9640972
EMAIL: optistride@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.optistride.com
TWITTER: @OptiStride

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
I have developed 2 products to revolutionise the wood based joinery production industry; Cinch Joinery and Cinch CAM (Computer aided manufacturing). These products are completely innovative both in how they utilise both existing technologies and traditional joinery practices. This makes these products both, invaluable sales tools and extremely efficient manufacturing tools.

PROMOTER NAME
Jerry Kavanagh

COMPANY NAME
Cinch Software

PHONE: 087 9049525
EMAIL: jerry@jksolutions.ie
WEBSITE: www.jksolutions.ie
TWITTER: @CiNChSoftware
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

We have developed cleantech technology to collect, store and distribute thermal energy (cold & hot) for extended periods of time. The patent-pending technology that we developed has a storage capacity of 4x current products on the market. In all industries where thermal energy is involved, - 65% is wasted. The technology is energy collection, storage (time-shifting) and wasted energy recovery.

PROMOTER NAME

Tim Schmidt

COMPANY NAME

Simply Connected Ltd.

PHONE: 086 1235020

EMAIL: tschmidt@nthenergy.com

TWITTER: @SimpConnect

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Calcfox is an application platform which provides enterprise financial companies with the ability to create backend calculation systems by defining such in simple mathematical terms without the requirement for any software development knowledge. These systems are normally passed to IT Department or an external software house for development.

PROMOTER NAME

Frank Egan

COMPANY NAME

Calcfox

PHONE: 083 3316970

EMAIL: eganfr@gmail.com

WEBSITE: http://calcfox.io/

TWITTER: @calcfox_io
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Dr. Coy’s Health Foods was established in 2013 to offer, to develop and ultimately to manufacture, a range of innovative, mainly organic health foods in Ireland, the UK and Europe. The range of development includes, notably, a child specific, tooth friendly, good sugar, chocolate bar. Our mission is to become a brand known for unique, research-based healthy nutrition.
Dundalk Institute of Technology in Partnership with Invent DCU

Regional Development Centre

www.rdc.ie

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME MANAGER:
Garrett Duffy
PHONE: 042 9370427 087 2477155
EMAIL: Garrett.duffy@dkit.ie

INCUBATION CENTRE MANAGER:
Aidan Browne
PHONE: 042 9370400
EMAIL: aidan.browne@dkit.ie

INVENT DCU:
Maria Johnston
PHONE: 01 7007597
EMAIL: Maria.johnston@invent.dcu.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

ePublish was set up in 2014 to provide an interactive digital publishing service to independent authors. Focusing initially in the education sector and in particular interactive exam solutions for both Junior Certificate and Leaving Certificate, ePublish is making progress in establishing itself as a leading digital publisher for Independent authors.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Clive Friary, Starting out in the accountancy profession he has been involved a number of successful businesses. During the past two years he has been involved in the provision of CPD training to 2nd level teachers and from there the idea of providing interactive digital content to students was formed which has resulted in ePublish.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Rosacea is a progressive skin disorder commonly affecting three times as many women as men - though men tend to get more severe cases of it. FINCA Skincare is developing a range of skincare products to treat skin disorders, including rosacea, using natural plant based ingredients.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Finola Fegan graduated with a degree in engineering from University of Ulster Jordanstown and worked in private practice in London before setting up her own consultancy practice in Newry Co Down. Since 2008 she has lectured in Engineering in Dundalk Institute of Technology.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Health and Wellness Software Solutions Limited writes intuitive and easy to use cloud based software. The software (MiStudio) empowers and enables Health and Wellness business owners to manage and promote their business.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Over 17 years IT project management and support experience across many sectors Public and private including Financial, Medical, Utilities and Health. He has taught and practiced Yoga for over 7 years.

PROMOTER NAME
Gary Corley
COMPANY NAME
Health and Wellness Software Solutions Ltd.
PHONE: 086 8281103
EMAIL: gary@mistudio software.com
WEBSITE: www.mistudio software.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
MentorPitch is a global mentoring platform for higher education and business. The platform allows businesses and education providers to manage mentoring programmes online. MentorPitch is built on real mentorship management experience in the corporate and education environments. The platform provides interactive tools for mentoring, mentor/mentee matching, mentor training and skills development.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Gerard Kiely is CEO and Founder of MentorPitch. Gerard managed university mentoring and alumni programmes in Ireland. Gerard is a former communications manager with experience in multinationals such as CRH plc and Irish SMEs. Following an MA in Journalism from DCU, Gerard worked as a business journalist in the Sunday Business Post and Sunday Tribune.

PROMOTER NAME
Gerard Kiely
COMPANY NAME
MentorPitch
PHONE: 089 4112424
EMAIL: gerard@mentorpitch. com
WEBSITE: www.mentorpitch.com
TWITTER: @mentorpitch
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
A B2B demand-led digital content provider, creating a one-stop-shop for all forms of digital content. It is specifically for businesses in the creative sectors (advertising, media, marketing) who spend more $ searching for content than they actually pay for it.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Joseph Morgan has over 15 years experience managing complex pan-European product developments and launches. He is also a digital content creator and trained journalist.

PROMOTER NAME
Joseph Morgan

COMPANY NAME
Wide Ide Limited

PHONE: 087 6663308
EMAIL: josephmorgan@wideide.com
WEBSITE: http://wideide.com
TWITTER: @wideidedotcom

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Food Waste Analytics is a system which enables restaurants and commercial kitchens to see exactly how much food they are wasting on a daily/weekly/monthly basis. This management tool enables restaurants to have full insight, into their food usage and waste, creating a more efficient kitchen and reducing costs.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Louise Barry is passionate about food, is an accomplished chef and food blogger. This is Louise’s first start-up.

PROMOTER NAME
Louise Barry

COMPANY NAME
Food Waste Analytics

PHONE: 087 7868515
EMAIL: louise.barry23@mail.dcu.ie
TWITTER: @loutini
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
We are a Universal e-learning campus providing online education globally.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Marie is passionate about learning and has over 15 years experience in the e-learning industry and over 25 years in senior business administration both in Ireland and Internationally.

PROMOTER NAME
Marie Kirk

COMPANY NAME
Uni-Learn & ATI Psychology Academy

PHONE: 086 0889999
EMAIL: info@mariekirk.ie
WEBSITE: www.psychologyacademy.org
TWITTER: @mariekirk66

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Actualise is a neuroscience-led company which specialises in the provision of neurofeedback training for the treatment of psychological disorders such as ADHD. We also provide access to other psychological services, including assessments.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Michael Keane is a neuroscientist and founder of Actualise. He is Ireland’s only board certified Neurofeedback Provider. He is a former lecturer in Psychology at the School of Nursing and Human Sciences, Dublin City University.

PROMOTER NAME
Michael Keane

COMPANY NAME
Actualise

PHONE: 01 7007171
EMAIL: info@actualise.ie
WEBSITE: www.actualise.ie
TWITTER: @mikeakeane
**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

The Gourmet Butter Company has developed a range of sweet and savoury flavoured artisan butter. Our products are aimed at the home chef, café and restaurant owner and are made using only natural ingredients and the best Irish butter to create our unique flavoured butter combinations.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

Nedyalka Petkova, has 15 years of experience in the Food Service Industry and was operations manager for Café Krem LTD from 2005-2010. There she ran a successfully catering chain of coffee houses. In 2010 she opened her own café restaurant in Banbridge, Co Down which has operated successfully ever since.

---

**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Irish Seaweed Baths will provide customers with the opportunity to “Relax, Recover, Renew” at home. We will supply therapeutic seaweed bath packs uniquely fresh throughout the year, full of Atlantic natural goodness & available when and where needed.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

Richard’s vision is to create a world class niche seaweed business in the health and leisure space. His mission - to create happy faces.

---

**PROMOTER NAME**

Nedyalka Petkova

**COMPANY NAME**

The Gourmet Butter Company Limited

**PHONE:** 004479 7923158000

**EMAIL:** thegourmetbuttercompany@mail.com

---

**PROMOTER NAME**

Richard Mc Manus

**COMPANY NAME**

Acta Alga Ltd

**PHONE:** 046 9240923/086 1720933

**EMAIL:** richardmcmanus20@gmail.com

**WEBSITE:** ie.linkedin.com/in/mcmanusrichard/

**TWITTER:** @MANUSRICHARD
### Description of Company

Avemtec provides web-based software to manage and validate compliance training for mid-sized companies. The software provides customers with the ability to meet the ever-increasing compliance training required by their customers and regulatory authorities while reducing the cost and increasing the productivity of staff.

### About the Promoter

The promoter is a qualified engineer with twenty years’ experience across all functional areas including three start-up ventures. He has four years’ domain specific experience in e-learning and learner management software.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Promoter Name</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Twitter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ronan Lucid</td>
<td>Avemtec</td>
<td>083 3577460</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ronan.lucid@avemtec.com">ronan.lucid@avemtec.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.avemtec.com">www.avemtec.com</a></td>
<td>@avemtec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Description of Company

Consulting Manager is a new consulting management software solution - built for consultants, by consultants. This unique application built specifically for professional service consultancies brings together in one place all of the essential functionality and features required by consultancies but currently provided by many disparate CRM, Enterprise and project management tools.

### About the Promoter

Shane Brett worked in the consulting industry globally for 18 years and has published two books on hedge fund consulting. He previously ran his own professional services consultancy in London and has an MBA in Management Consulting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Promoter Name</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Twitter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shane Brett</td>
<td>Consulting Manager</td>
<td>042 933 9951</td>
<td><a href="mailto:shane@globalperspective.co.uk">shane@globalperspective.co.uk</a></td>
<td><a href="http://shane-brett2002.wix.com/consulting-manager">http://shane-brett2002.wix.com/consulting-manager</a></td>
<td>@ConsultingMgr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DUNDALK INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY IN PARTNERSHIP WITH INVENT DCU
INSTITUTE
Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology

INCUBATION CENTRE
Innovation in Business Centre Galway & Castlebar

WEB SITE
www.gmit.ie/iibc/new-frontiers.html
www.facebook.com/innovationinbusinesscentre

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME MANAGER:
Mr. Tony O’Kelly
PHONE:
091 742858
087 9073905
EMAIL:
tony.okelly@gmit.ie

CENTRE MANAGER,
GALWAY:
Mr. George McCourt
PHONE:
091 742822
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EMAIL:
george.mccourt@gmit.ie

INNOVATION IN BUSINESS CENTRE MANAGER,
CASTLEBAR:
Maria Staunton
PHONE:
094 9043198
087 9638334
EMAIL:
Maria.Staunton@gmit.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Allergy Lifestyle provides a quality range of products & resources to help those managing allergies, anaphylaxis and asthma. We are developing a solution for the suitable storage & transport of adrenaline that will facilitate the management of life threatening allergies.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Anne has a masters in Biomedical science, is a parent to a child with multiple allergies and is owner director of www.AllergyLifestyle.com, Anne is ideally positioned to understand & develop a solution to meet the needs of her customers.

PROMOTER NAME

Anne Walsh

COMPANY NAME

Allergy Lifestyle

PHONE: 087 2069337
EMAIL: info@allergylifestyle.com
WEBSITE: www.AllergyLifestyle.com
TWITTER: @allergylifestyle

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Telmedico is an IT Healthcare company dedicated to providing value in healthcare through the provision of IT products and services

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Ashwin is a MBA graduate and BioInnovate Research Fellow of the National University of Ireland, Galway. He has over ten years industry experience in the medical device and pharmaceutical sectors, working in the areas of business development and commercial management.

PROMOTER NAME

Ashwin Kher

COMPANY NAME

Telmedico

PHONE: 087 7777670
EMAIL: ashwin.kher@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.telmedico.com
TWITTER: @ashwin_kher
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Eazy Bills is a new start up online bill management service for tenants living and or renting in shared housing in Ireland. Eazy Bills is an online, safe, hassle free bill management service. There’s a niche market in the service industry for an online bill management company which will help tenants living within a shared property split and pay their household bills fairly.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
I have been living in Mayo for eight years now but am from Limerick originally. I studied Hotel & Catering Management in DIT. I have over 20 years experience working in the industry where I worked at senior management level. My interests include GAA, Soccer and I enjoy a round of golf.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Advanced Molecular systems provide an outsourcing option to companies looking to develop new DNA based tests.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Prior to forming AMS, spent 15 years as a post-doctoral researcher at NUIG working on a variety of projects but primarily focusing on molecular diagnostics. Enjoys cycling and gardening, when weather permits.

PROMOTER NAME
Barry Flavin
COMPANY NAME
Eazy Bills Ltd
PHONE: 083 1236038
EMAIL: barry@eazybills.ie
WEBSITE: www.eazybills.ie
TWITTER: @EazyBillsLtd

PROMOTER NAME
Barry Glynn
COMPANY NAME
Advanced Molecular Systems
PHONE: 086 8665513
EMAIL: barry@advancedmolecularsystems.com
WEBSITE: www.advancedmolecularsystems.com
TWITTER: @advmolsys @bglynn101
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
We are a Software Research & Development company. We are targeting the Food sector. We provide software to ease the burden of Food Safety and Quality.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Graduate of University of Limerick, 20+ years software development experience in Telecoms, Database Applications and Medical Devices. Strong analytical and problem-solving skills. Good communication and leadership skills. Hobbies include open-water swimming when family-time allows.

Cathal Curtis
Saretime Ltd.
087 2386844
cathal.curtis@saretime.com
abcd@gmail.com
www.saretime.com
www.abcd.com
@CathalCurtis

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
ClearBookings is an Irish company delivering generic and bespoke solutions for a diverse range of online booking activity including event registrations, e-ticketing, class/course bookings and resource scheduling. Target sectors include Health & Fitness, Events/Festivals, Corporates and Educational.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
My background is primarily in IT with core skills in Key Account Management, Project Management and Business Development. My hobbies include, playing soccer, trying to play guitar and driving my kids all over the place and watching them enjoying their hobbies.

Ciarán Flynn
ClearBookings Limited
085 8700722
ciaran@clearbookings.com
www.clearbookings.com
@clearbookings
**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

We produce award winning vinegars and dressings for the Irish and export market. Based in Co Mayo we use ingredients of the highest integrity and have been endorsed by Ireland’s top chefs and fine food retailers.

**PROMOTER NAME**

Fionntan Gogarty

**COMPANY NAME**

Wildwood Vinegars

**PHONE:** 087 9258134

**EMAIL:** wildwoodvinegars@gmail.com

**WEBSITE:** facebook.com/wildwoodvinegars

---

**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Incra Med provides regulatory and quality consultancy services to the medical device sector.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

Frank has 22 years’ experience in management and consultancy roles in Quality, Manufacturing and Regulatory Affairs. Previous employers included Abbott Vascular, Covidien, Aerogen and Biocompatibles.

**PROMOTER NAME**

Frank Enright

**COMPANY NAME**

Incra Med

**PHONE:** 087 2823571

**EMAIL:** frankenright@incramed.com

**WEBSITE:** www.incramed.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Jumly offers an innovative cloud-based solution which provides an interface between mobile app technology and enterprise systems.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Gerard is a Systems Analyst with 20 years experience of software development and business process re-engineering, and keenly follows advancements in Technological Change.

PROMOTER NAME
Gerard Coyne
COMPANY NAME
Jumly Ltd.
PHONE: 083 1306116
EMAIL: gerard.coyne@jumly.com
WEBSITE: www.jumly.com
TWITTER: @gerardcoyne

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Our Company, Elgerslide, has designed and is developing a mobility transfer device, which we have patented. Our company will manufacture and sell this device.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
I have passed experience in running building companies. I ran various building projects, which would include scheduling, time management, personnel and budgeting. The projects were varied but for example one included a local school in our area in Co Mayo and another school project in Africa for a charity. My business partner has run his own business is steel fabrication for some 30 years.

PROMOTER NAME
Gerry Murphy
COMPANY NAME
Elgerslide
PHONE: 089 4678288
EMAIL: Elgerslide@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.elgerslide.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
We are IT Company specializing in gene data. We aim to provide Cloud Based Software and Solutions to Life Science industry. Our focus is on developing Framework for Omics data analysis, Integration and Management solutions.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Dr. Jai Prakash Mehta obtained his PhD from Dublin City University and worked in University College Dublin for 5 years. He had also spent 3 years working in a company. His domain expertise is Bioinformatics and has 15 years’ experience working towards providing solutions to Life Science problems.

PROMOTER NAME
Jai Prakash Mehta
COMPANY NAME
SkyOmics
PHONE: 086 2052513
EMAIL: Jai.mehta@skyomics.com
WEBSITE: www.skyomics.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Planet Podium aims to end the endless cycle of boring conferences by redefining how they are delivered and ensuring full inclusion from panellists to attendees. We help clients to choreograph panel debates, keynote speeches, audience interaction and other critical elements to transform their conferences into exciting, memorable occasions.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Karen Coleman is an award-winning journalist, broadcaster and author and founder of Planet Podium. A former BBC war correspondent, Karen’s journalistic career spans more than twenty years including a 10 year stint anchoring the award-winning Wide Angle radio show on Ireland’s national Newstalk radio station.

PROMOTER NAME
Karen Coleman
COMPANY NAME
Planet Podium
PHONE: 086 8271765
EMAIL: Karen@karencoleman.com
Website: www.planetpodium.com
Twitter: @planetpodium @karencolemanIRL
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Helplink Health Ltd. provides award winning and creative digital health solutions that are patient focused; for both the domestic and international markets. HEALTH PA is their new product to be released in 2015: HEALTH PA - ‘Your Personal Health Assistant’.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Lochlann holds a degree and two post graduate diplomas in Psych. & Health Psych. He has seven years management experience in retail, has created two digital health technology products and also has over 6 years experience within the HSE, is the founder of the non profit organisation.

PROMOTER NAME
Lochlann Scott
COMPANY NAME
Helplink Health Limited
PHONE: 085 7289871
EMAIL: lochlann@helplink.ie
WEBSITE: www.helplink.ie
TWITTER: @HelplinkIRL

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
We are a brewery that squeezes every last drop out of the brewing process. So far we’ve found another eight products we can get out of making a humble pint. Mushrooms, dog biscuits, even fish farming and that’s just the start. So not only does our beer taste good, it inspires imagination and does well too.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
BSc Chemistry, Six Sigma Black Belt, Diploma Community Development NUIG, Founder Angelman Syndrome Ireland, Beer Sommelier - Institute Brewing & Distilling, 25 years experience of high volume manufacturing and Quality systems.

PROMOTER NAME
Sarah Roarty
COMPANY NAME
N17 Brewing
PHONE: 086 0450111
EMAIL: sarah@N17.com
WEBSITE: www.N17.com
TWITTER: @N17Brew
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Rockfield Medical Devices is developing new and innovative gastric feed pump system, to improve nutritional intake in people who require nutritional support.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
My past experiences in the health industry have been in retail and advocacy both in the SME and charities sectors with 8 years in a medical advisory role.

PROMOTER NAME
Tomás Thompson

COMPANY NAME
Rockfield Medical Devices

PHONE: 086 2830679
EMAIL: tomasthompson@hotmail.com
WEBSITE: www.rockfieldmd.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTE</th>
<th>INSTITUTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Letterkenny Institute of Technology</strong></td>
<td><strong>Institute of Technology Sligo</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INCUBATION CENTRE</strong></td>
<td><strong>INCUBATION CENTRE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colab</td>
<td>Innovation Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WEB SITE</strong></td>
<td><strong>WEB SITE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.co-lab.ie">www.co-lab.ie</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.itsligo.ie/research-innovation/new-frontiers/">www.itsligo.ie/research-innovation/new-frontiers/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME MANAGER:</th>
<th>CoLab CENTRE MANAGER:</th>
<th>INNOVATION CENTRE MANAGER:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Michelle Connolly</strong></td>
<td><strong>Patsy Donaghey</strong></td>
<td><strong>Janette Gillen</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHONE: 087 9554892</td>
<td>PHONE: 074 9186703</td>
<td>PHONE: 071 9155315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAIL: <a href="mailto:michelle.connolly@lyit.ie">michelle.connolly@lyit.ie</a></td>
<td>EMAIL: <a href="mailto:Patrick.Donaghey@lyit.ie">Patrick.Donaghey@lyit.ie</a></td>
<td>EMAIL: <a href="mailto:gillen.janette@itsligo.ie">gillen.janette@itsligo.ie</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Fraflers is a mobile platform that uses visual search technology to make finding the stuff you want easy. Without ever typing a word Fraflers can search, shop, save and share products they spot on, t.v., online or even their in off-line world.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Aisling transitioned from a Bsc in Architecture to a career in digital media. Holding a higher diploma in Film production, Aisling worked with various corporate and commercial clients on their visual media campaigns, before co-founding Fraflers Ltd.

PROMOTER NAME
Aisling O’Gara
COMPANY NAME
Fraflers Ltd.
PHONE: 086 2035108
EMAIL: aisling@fraflers.com
WEBSITE: www.fraflers.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
The Atlantic Equipment Project designs and manufactures a collection of carry equipment, inspired by adventure amongst the harsh beauty of the Atlantic Coast. Designs are developed through a comprehensive industrial design process, and executed using hard wearing natural fabrics.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Ashleigh Smith founded the company following 8 years of industrial design study and work, including an MSc. in the esteemed design faculty at T.U. Delft, The Netherlands. Having grown up in a surfing family at the foot of Benbulben mountain in Sligo, the company marries a passion for the outdoors and a love of honest, high quality design.

PROMOTER NAME
Ashleigh Smith
COMPANY NAME
The Atlantic Equipment Project
PHONE: 087 9304047
EMAIL: Atlanticequipmentproject@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.atlanticequipmentproject.com
TWITTER: @Equipatlantic
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

StoryLab is a content and PR company rooted in the culture of quality journalism. We create brilliant stories for businesses and plan media strategies to support them. We use our unrivalled Irish and UK national media experience to get the story to big audiences.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Ciaran Byrne is a vastly experienced media professional who has worked for some of the biggest news organisations in Ireland and Britain including Guardian Media Group and the Telegraph Group in London and Independent News and Media in Dublin. His roles have included reporter, foreign correspondent, property editor, feature writer and news editor and senior executive of several national newspapers.

PROMOTER NAME

Ciaran Byrne

COMPANY NAME

StoryLab

PHONE: 01 6863029
071 9300942

EMAIL: ciaran@storylab.ie

WEBSITE: www.storylab.ie

TWITTER: @storylabIRL

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

StudyBundles is an English language teaching resource provider specialising in the development of blended learning tools and technology based learning materials. Accessed through a specially designed online platform, StudyBundles supports greater learner independency and language proficiency by providing teachers with online resources that enhance their learning potential beyond the classroom.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Declan Sweeney is the CEO of StudyBundles and an experienced educator with over ten years’ experience working in the language education industry. His interests include language teaching, professional development, and the potential technology offers in developing and promoting learner confidence and autonomy.

PROMOTER NAME

Declan Sweeney

COMPANY NAME

StudyBundles

PHONE: 086 2105931

EMAIL: declan@studybundles.com

WEBSITE: www.studybundles.com

TWITTER: @studybundles
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Carshyfter is the new home of free one way car hire in Ireland! Rental companies are currently spending vast sums moving cars between branches on transporters. Carshyfter connects you to these companies, enabling free one way rental across the country!

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
I have 10 years management experience in Car Hire Industry with Enterprise Rent a car. Also Hold a masters in e-business. My Co-founder Eoghan Murray established www.getthere.ie, Irelands No 1 Independent journey planning website.

PROMOTER NAME
Dermot Diver
COMPANY NAME
Carshyfter
PHONE: 087 2409108
EMAIL: declan@study bundles.com
WEBSITE: www.carshyfter.com
TWITTER: @carshyfter

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
We provide a SAAS service that allows cloud computing users to automate tasks across all their cloud environments.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Having 15 years in software development and management, I have worked in companies of all sizes from large multinationals to startups building high-performance software teams and delivering cutting edge software.

PROMOTER NAME
David Gildea
COMPANY NAME
MyCloudTasks
PHONE: 087 2349188
EMAIL: dave@cloud consulting.io
WEBSITE: www.cloudconsulting.io
TWITTER: @cloudconireland
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

I work in the Tourism and Leisure sector providing soft adventure activity by way of bike hire and bike tours using both hybrid bikes and E-Bikes.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

I have recently retired having worked for 38 years in the Public Service. My areas of expertise are in Rural Community Development and Social Enterprise Management. I am a Founder and Director of the Craoibhín project in Co.Donegal which now employs 18 people. My other interests are my family, and being able to walk and cycle with them in the Irish countryside.

PROMOTER NAME
Fred Gallagher

COMPANY NAME
GrassRoutes E-Bike Adventures

PHONE: 086 6655599
EMAIL: info@grassroutes.ie
WEBSITE: www.grassroutes.ie
TWITTER: @grassroutes13

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Firecloud365 provides Fire Safety Management software for organizations. Whether you’re managing one building or 50 you can do it much faster on FireCloud365.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Kevin has over ten years experience in Fire Safety and Health & Safety Management working in including Ireland, United Kingdom and Australia for a mix of Private Practice, Small/Medium Enterprises, Local Government & Multinational Companies and running his own consultancy.

PROMOTER NAME
Kevin Boylan

COMPANY NAME
FireCloud365

PHONE: 086 7333669
EMAIL: kevin@firecloud365.com
WEBSITE: www.firecloud365.com
TWITTER: @firecloud365
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Paper Tree is a giftware business that enables customers to create bespoke 2d and 3d gifts through an interactive website. The combination of the intuitive GUI and configurator creates an engaging environment where customers can co-create, personalise and purchase unique gifts.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Combining her first class honors degree with previous roles within marketing and giftware buying, Laura developed Paper Tree. An avid problem solver and with extreme passion for developing entrepreneurial skills so she can create a global brand, careers for others and also spread a little happiness with every gift.

PROMOTER NAME
Laura McDowell

COMPANY NAME
Paper Tree

PHONE: 086 1638846
EMAIL: info@papertreegifts.com
WEBSITE: www.papertreegifts.com
TWITTER: @Papertree_ie

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Oceanus flood defence is a new company providing a new product to homes and business under treat from flooding. In a flood situation the owner simply places the barrier in the doorway or gateway. The Oceanus flood defence barrier has a unique design that is lightweight and can deployed in seconds.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Paul Kilcullen has worked in all aspects of furniture fabrication and design for the past 18 years. In the last year while developing the Oceanus flood defence barrier I successfully completed an E-business course, ECDL course and several other evening courses.

PROMOTER NAME
Paul Kilcullen

COMPANY NAME
Oceanus Flood Defence

PHONE: 087 6951411
EMAIL: oceanusflooddefence@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.oceanusflood defence.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

EquiLogs Ltd established as a company in late 2013, is researching the viability of using waste from the Irish Equine Sector to produce sustainable, peat free heating briquettes for the household.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Paula has an extensive background in the sustainability sector, with a particular expertise in raising awareness around sustainability issues and solutions. She is also a horse-owner and has been renovating an old farmhouse in the Gweedore area of the Donegal Gaeltacht.

PROMOTER NAME
Paula Flanagan
COMPANY NAME
EquiLogs Ltd
PHONE: 087 6071344
EMAIL: equilogspaula@hotmail.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

We are currently developing our dental product cleanOdent. It cleans and sterilises dental appliances in one cycle and makes them look like new again with no bacteria or stains left, which eliminates cross contamination. Using cleanOdent on a regular basis will improve oral health.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Torsten Schaff is a qualified dental technician working with Dental Laboratory Aids Ltd a new exciting start-up company. At present I am developing cleanOdent to revolutionise the way dental appliances will be cleaned and sterilised.

PROMOTER NAME
Torsten Schaff
COMPANY NAME
cleanOdent
PHONE: 087 6631919
EMAIL: TorstenSchaff84@gmail.com
cleanOdent@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.cleanOdent.com
TWITTER: @cleanOdent @TorstenSpunkt
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Ox Business Systems provides the unique Vaerial compliance system to environmental teams in Industry. The Vaerial system allows industrial operations to see current environmental performance, and complete auditing and reporting required by regulation quickly and easily.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Matt Griffiths is an experienced environmental professional from the Australian mining industry. He golfs and surfs in the Sligo countryside in his spare time.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Chartered Education is a professional education company that provides online courses and study material to trainee accountants.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Pete is a member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ireland (ACA) and holds a Bachelor of Business and Law from University College Dublin. He has worked for Ernst & Young, Dublin and KordaMentha, Australia.
INSTITUTE

**Limerick Institute of Technology**

INCUBATION CENTRE
Hartnett Enterprise & Acceleration Centre

WEB SITE
www.LIT.ie/Enterprise/NewFrontiers

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME MANAGER:

**Simon O’Keeffe**

PHONE: 061 293506

EMAIL: NewFrontiers@LIT.ie

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT AND BUSINESS LIAISON MANAGER:

**Gillian Barry**

PHONE: 061 4903151

EMAIL: gillian.barry@lit.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Glynn Technical Diamonds Ltd (GTD) is a processor of Polycrystalline Diamond Compact (PDC) or Synthetic Diamond cutters that are used primarily in the Oil and Gas Industry.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Charlie has a strong business and financial background with interests ranging from manufacturing, international markets and export-led business. Studying toward Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA) professional qualification and has a Professional Diploma in Financial Advice (QFA).

PROMOTER NAME

Charlie Glynn

COMPANY NAME

Glynn Technical Diamonds Ltd.

PHONE: 086 1996484
EMAIL: charlie@glynn.ie
TWITTER: @charlieglynn

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

HERDALERTS facilitates the recording and management of herd fertility by alerting, managing and maintaining a comprehensive fertility profile to ensure best breeding practices. This innovative system is designed to increase farm profit.

PROMOTER NAME

Chris Geary & Ann Kirby

COMPANY NAME

Kilmurry Archer Holdings Ltd. (Trading as HERDALERTS)

PHONE: 063 24000
EMAIL: info@herdalerts.com
WEBSITE: www.herdalerts.com
TWITTER: @herdalerts
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

eGP utilises technology to provide private primary healthcare patients with an on-demand service for video consulting with General Health Practitioners via PC, smartphone or tablet, saving unnecessary costs and time required by traditional face-to-face GP visits.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Colm Ring is a sales and marketing professional with a strong background in business, sales and I.T. He has extensive experience in sales strategies and e-commerce with excellent interpersonal skills and a proven track record in developing and maintaining customer relationships to secure contracts.

PROMOTER NAME

Colm Ring

COMPANY NAME

Electronic GP

PHONE: 087 9117622
EMAIL: colm@egp.ie
WEBSITE: www.egp.ie
TWITTER: @colmegp

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

BeeActiv Ltd produces a range of honey and honey bee products, paying particular attention to their natural healing properties.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Conan McDonnell is a chemist with a special interest in plant and honey analysis. While having a strong science background he has held sales executive positions and has small business management skills. Conan’s company combines his two passions; science & beekeeping, with his love for business.

PROMOTER NAME

Conan McDonnell

COMPANY NAME

BeeActiv Ltd

PHONE: 087 6799634
EMAIL: beeactiv@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.beeactiv.ie
TWITTER: @ConanMacD
ConunDrum is a company that develops innovative accessories for the musical instruments industry. The first product to the market will be the ConunDrum drum trigger.

The founder of ConunDrum is Declan Malone, a drummer with 25 years experience playing live and recording. Having shared the stage with some of America’s and Europe’s most recognised metal bands and releasing music internationally, it’s this experience which has lead to the development of ConunDrums products.

We are a technology driven marketing and logistic company designed for the food sector. Our unique online ordering platform, delivery management system and highly trained drivers set us apart from any other competition currently available.

Eric Gargiulo has nearly ten year’s experience being self employed running a number of small businesses. In that time I have gained a wealth of knowledge in customer service, sales, and new technologies and knows what it takes to built a successful business.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Social Web Strategy is an explainer animation video company, that creates 2D & 3D videos to help explain technology concepts in 90-120 seconds. This video content can then shared as content marketing collateral for the Social Web.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Ina O’ Murchu has worked in the technology sector for a number of years. She is a past graduate of the Digital Enterprise Research Institute now known as Insight.

PROMOTER NAME
Ina O’ Murchu

COMPANY NAME
Social Web Strategy

PHONE: +353 61 516770
EMAIL: info@socialwebstrategy.com
WEBSITE: www.socialwebstrategy.com
TWITTER: @swstrategy

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
The Saffron Club offers dining club membership across a wide range of exclusive standalone restaurants/cafés whereby members can access considerable discounted benefits in the hospitality industry without the use of Point of Sale systems.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Keith O’Sullivan is a hospitality management professional which has led him to manage Ireland’s high profile events. He specialises in strategic development, innovative systems and marketing activities. Pat O’Sullivan has a high profile in the hospitality industry. Pat is the owner of Masterchefs Hospitality, Café Noir, The Pavilion (U.L.) & The Artisan Food Factory which operates amongst the highest hospitality companies.

PROMOTER NAME
Keith O’Sullivan & Pat O’Sullivan

COMPANY NAME
The Saffron Club

PHONE: 087 7826680
EMAIL: keith@thesaffronclub.ie pat@thesaffronclub.ie
TWITTER: @Keithosullivan6 @MasterchefsHosp
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Temple Dairy Limited have created a “Healthy Chocolate Milk” along with the brand “Temple Dairy” which advocates health and well-being. The milk from our products comes from company director-Sean Curtin's own family farm in Athlacca, Co. Limerick.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Marie Curtin played for the Republic of Ireland underage and women's senior soccer teams for over 13 years. 45 senior international caps. Played semi-professionally in USA and Norway. Graduate of the LEAP (Limerick Enterprise Acceleration Platform) programme 3013-2014.

PROMOTER NAME
Marie Curtin
COMPANY NAME
Temple Dairy Ltd.
PHONE: 087 1494243
EMAIL: mariecurtin4@hotmail.com
TWITTER: @MarieCurtin
WEBSITE: www.Deliveryresults.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Delivery tracking platform is business tracking, management and analytical tool for companies who deliver products, where vital business analytics are displayed in an easy and user friendly way, allowing companies to improve their service and focus on growth.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Max Pavlovski is an experienced IT consultant with over 15 years of IT exposure. Specializes in software solution design and delivery and has a proven track record of successful IT projects. He has worked on projects across multiple sectors, including government, construction, pharmaceuticals.

PROMOTER NAME
Max Pavlovski
COMPANY NAME
Delivery Tracking Platform
PHONE: 085 8444377
EMAIL: maxpavlovski@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.Deliveryresults.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Xploratory’s vision sees children using our Levo ILS in a collaborative enquiring way; making scientific discovery an everyday occurrence. Teachers guide this discovery through the use of science towers, workbooks and evaluation tools which track the growth in children’s numeric and literacy skills.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Michael Newham, an experienced businessman and entrepreneur is especially excited to have teamed up with his latest partner - Colm Ó hAunlain inventor of the Levo ILS and co-founder of Xploratory.

PROMOTER NAME
Michael Newham
COMPANY NAME
Xploratory
PHONE: 087 6687010
EMAIL: michael@xploratory.ie
TWITTER: @XploratoryIRL

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Bubbleskool is an eLearning system that enables and supports co-working between parents/guardians and children in order to achieve improved learning outcomes for children. BubbleSkool is for text heavy subjects and is aimed at students aged 10 years and older.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Nuala Kelly has 30 years’ experience in Intellectual Disability Services, and a complimentary approach to education arising from a post graduate diploma in the field. Lomand Kelly has managed a small construction company for many years.

PROMOTER NAME
Nuala Kelly & Lomand Kelly
COMPANY NAME
Acorn Educational Software Systems Ltd. (Trading as Bubbleskool)
PHONE: 086 8443288
EMAIL: nuala@bubbleskool.com
lomand@bubbleskool.com
WEBSITE: www.bubbleskool.com
TWITTER: @nualakelly5
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Our business venture is to create a range of premium E-liquids that infuse the goodness of natural remedies to promote respiratory health along with reassuring the customer of the ingredient used, including background information of the products beneficial properties along with a smoking cessation plan.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Robert Kenny comes from a farming background where it has given him an innovative work ethic. He is an alternative food scientist which is always looking for new ways to adapt his knowledge and background into developing concepts to create products with value.

PROMOTER NAME

Robert Kenny

PHONE: 085 1600787
EMAIL: robkenny91@hotmail.com
INSTITUTE

Institute of Technology Tallaght

INCUBATION CENTRE

Synergy Centre

WEB SITE

www.synergycentre.ie

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME MANAGER:

Colm Ó Maolmhuire

PHONE: 01 4042025

EMAIL: colm.omaolmhuire@ittdublin.ie

SYNERGY CENTRE MANAGER:

Tom Rooney

PHONE: 01 4042221

EMAIL: tom.rooney@ittdublin.ie

ENTERPRISE SUPPORT OFFICER:

Onray Brainard

PHONE: 01 4042083

EMAIL: onray.brainard@ittdublin.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Bikesnug is an innovative provider of secure, patented on-street bicycle parking solutions which uses technology to bring bicycle parking into the 21st century. Bikesnug secures all parts of the bicycle and allows entry and exit by smart phone.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Conor Quinn, a keen cyclist, is a former editor of RTE’s 6.1 and 9 o'clock news. He was also founder of communications consultancy, Media Channel, with multi-national and large Irish companies as clients. He is also a founder director of Simplyhowe which develops literacy solutions for dyslexia.

PROMOTER NAME

Conor Quinn

COMPANY NAME

Bikesnug

PHONE: 086 3823556
EMAIL: conordquinn1@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.bikesnug.com
TWITTER: @conorquinn7

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

We provide innovative home automation solutions, which allow customers to turn their automated homes into smart homes. We make it easy for customers to try, buy, create and even sell intelligent home automation experiences for their home.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Damian Kelly acquired a PhD in 2010, developing systems to monitor elders at home to detect cognitive decline. More recently he worked with Intel to develop algorithms for their smart home and energy management systems.

PROMOTER NAME

Damian Kelly

COMPANY NAME

CHAOS App Store

PHONE: 087 7947768
EMAIL: damian@chaosappstore.com
WEBSITE: www.chaosappstore.com
TWITTER: @chaosappstore
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Classic Knight utilises psychology and technology to enable organisations to manage counterproductive workplace behaviours while developing a workforce with increased engagement, motivation and performance.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Daniel C. Hamilton is an Organisational Behaviour Consultant with a strong background in business, IT and psychology. He has extensive experience in organisational strategy, employee engagement & motivation and is a specialist in the area of counterproductive workplace behaviours.

PROMOTER NAME
Daniel Hamilton
COMPANY NAME
Classic Knight Ltd.
PHONE: 086 8283728
EMAIL: danchamilton@ gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.classicknight.eu

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Gifthuddle is a service that allows all your digital monetary gifts come together into one Gifthuddle account via our website or a mobile app, allowing you to spend it as one on something you really like.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
The promoter has previously developed a global online service from concept to successful trading. He sees technology and changing global habits as an opportunity to bring new and innovative business opportunities to life.

PROMOTER NAME
Dermot Martin
COMPANY NAME
Gifthuddle
PHONE: 086 7234628
EMAIL: info@gifthuddle.com
WEBSITE: www.gifthuddle.com
TWITTER: @gifthuddle
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Our software allows credit controllers to collect cash quickly, simply and effectively, saving their company both time and money.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Garret Carragher is an experienced finance professional with over fifteen years working for Irish multinationals in Ireland and abroad.

PROMOTER NAME
Garret Carragher

COMPANY NAME
Cash Collector

PHONE: 087 6982581
EMAIL: cashcollector@outlook.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Hippocrates is an innovative closed social network able to connect physicians and researchers with patients and caregivers, to solve common problems.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Giuseppe Battiato is former Business Acquisition Manager at Google with previous experience as researcher in neuroscience. He has both consulting experience for Eon and 3 years project manager experience. Finally, he has experience in commercial strategy with the French startup Tink-it.

PROMOTER NAME
Giuseppe Battiato

COMPANY NAME
Hippocrates

PHONE: 086 4491718
EMAIL: giusep.battiato@gmail.com
WEBSITE: @BattiatoGiusepp
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
We are the makers of offbeat, irreverent videogames for gamers. Our team has over 70 years combined experience working for world class PC and Console developers in the UK such as Sony (SCEE), Bizarre Creations, Core Design and RARE. We’re releasing a free taster game in early 2015.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
CEO, Cheerleader at Team Aozora. 15 years experience in the videogame industry, Ivan has worked for the likes of Sony (SCEE) and Bizarre Creations on multiple, million selling critically applauded games.

PROMOTER NAME
Ivan McCloskey
COMPANY NAME
Team Aozora
PHONE: 086 8973741
EMAIL: ivan@team-aozora.com
WEBSITE: www.team-aozora.com
TWITTER: @TeamAozora

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Our aim is to reduce the energy used to heat our homes by 20% worldwide. The HUB Controller is a new Smart Thermostat that will do this by making this 20% saving in people’s own homes.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Oliver Hynes has worked extensively and successfully launched heating products and businesses in numerous areas of Europe over the past 20 years. He holds a Post Graduate Diploma in Computing and has recent experience in developing I.T. Solutions.

PROMOTER NAME
Oliver Hynes
COMPANY NAME
HUB Controls Ltd
PHONE: 086 6008006
EMAIL: ollie@thehubcontroller.com
WEBSITE: www.thehubcontroller.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Treasury Link is developing an innovative digital product to help companies switch their online banking provider in a more efficient, economical and scientific manner.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Padraig Brosnan has over twelve years experience in the corporate treasury marketplace, seven years with Bank of Ireland as a Corporate Treasury Dealer and five with ESB Group Treasury as a Senior Treasury Executive.

PROMOTER NAME
Padraig Brosnan
COMPANY NAME
Treasury Link Limited
PHONE: 087 7418845
EMAIL: treasurylink@gmail.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
LairSafe tackles the problem of cyberbullying. Our software detects when an instance of cyber bullying takes place in real-time and instantly alerts a parent. It is non-intrusive for the child and extremely simple for parents to use.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Patrick Moran has a 20-year career in commercial management. He is passionate about child protection and is focused on preserving the freedom of digital for young people while guarding against the associated risks.

PROMOTER NAME
Patrick Moran
COMPANY NAME
Digital Garden Limited (Trading as LairSafe)
PHONE: 087 6551969
EMAIL: patrick.moran@digitalgarden.ie
WEBSITE: www.lairsafe.com
TWITTER: @pmoran_dg
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Cloud based group excursion management & payment software/platform for the stag & hen party markets.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Shane Murphy is an experienced brand & website developer, with a Masters in Computer Science & a Degree in Product Design. He also has start up experience in online businesses.

PROMOTER NAME
Shane Murphy

COMPANY NAME
Coronal Holdings Ltd.

PHONE: 087 7758643
EMAIL: shane@thestagsballs.com
WEBSITE: www.thestagsballs.com
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DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Grasshopper Skateboards is Ireland’s first skateboard brand, providing a superior environmentally sustainable material advancement for the production of skateboards. The business will manufacture and supply a new range of high quality, highly customisable, environmentally friendly, performance skateboards.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Barry Liston has a master’s degree in Product Design, University of Edinburgh and a Bsc (hons) degree in Furniture Technology & Design, GMIT Letterfrack. He has 7 years’ experience working in the furniture manufacture & design industry and 2 years as a researcher for the Wood Technology Centre, University of Limerick.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Thermo Tents is a designer and manufacturer of innovative camping tents. We specialise in larger tents and our USP is that our tents are thermally and acoustically insulated. We will be the first company to offer such products to the international market and we will be launching in 2015.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Derek O’Sullivan was a self-employed project manager before founding Thermo Tents. He also worked as a PM for ADM Londis and Lidl Ireland. After graduating from his primary degree, Derek spent 2 years working as a mechanical design engineer for Liebherr Container Cranes.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Billmyapp cloud based billing/subscription platform to manage your recurring revenue business. Billmyapp offers a solution that help you improve customer conversion rates and reduce customer churn by introducing quickly new products or services, pricing flexibility models and key metrics in real time to gain insight of your business.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Erika Ortiz is an Industrial Engineer specialist in Six Sigma with over five years of experience in Quality Management and software QA, passionate about quality and user advocate.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Salvogram’s innovative trigger lock enables responsible firearm owners become more responsible, by allowing them to know the location of their firearm and become aware of unintentional access so that important life decisions can be made.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Jamie Counihan has extensive experience in the corporate banking and financial services marketplace, helping to provide some of most advanced technological security offerings to large corporations like JRI America, SMBC and Western Union.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
HydroSense identifies and develops mini and micro hydro electric generating stations exporting the electricity generated to the national grid creating value for the landowner and shareholders. HydroSense aims to become a leading company in this area and also in the trading of electricity on behalf of small electricity producers.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Kevin O’Gara is a solicitor with 20 years experience in commercial, construction and renewable energy sectors. Whilst the main focus of Government policy and the renewable energy sector is in large projects, Kevin has identified a niche in the generating of electricity from small scale hydro power.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Elite Health & Fitness Ltd, is the most innovative indigenous Irish startups. With a background in playing professional sports and many years of experience training many world famous celebrities and sporting professionals, Elite Health & Fitness Ltd is ideally placed to be a global leader in this field.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Niall Hobbert has been in the health & fitness industry since the late 90’s and has accumulated a wealth of knowledge and international experience working with very high power clients across the globe. Niall is an ex professional footballer and currently a celebrity trainer and health specialist to a national and international client base.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

CarSafari is an app which delivers information about location to children on car journeys, in an entertaining and educational way, through touch screen devices.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Paula Kelleher is co-founder of the CarSafari concept, which won the Irish Region prize at the European Satellite Navigation Technology Competition in November 2013. Paula is a chartered Architect and Urban Designer, whose recent qualification in Geographic Information Systems (GIS) has led her to look at the impact of digital mapping on the tourist industry.

PROMOTER NAME

Paula Kelleher

COMPANY NAME

Car Safari Limited.

PHONE: 086 4094376

EMAIL: pfkarch@gmail.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Award-winning bakery producing artisan confectionery, French macaroons and luxury spreads including Chocolate and Hazelnut and Sea Salt Caramel (awarded 3 star gold at the UK Great Taste). Online, in shops nationwide or in their concession in Brown Thomas, Cork.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Sam Harrison has a fine art and design background. Maureen Harrison is Swiss Master baker trained with over 40 years’ experience.

PROMOTER NAME

Samantha Harrison

COMPANY NAME

Cloudberry Bakery

PHONE: 066 9766910

EMAIL: info@cloudberrybakery.com

WEBSITE: www.cloudberrybakery.com

TWITTER: @CloudberryFeed
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Fortes Ocean is developing innovative cloud based solutions for the protection of intellectual property through digital sales channels.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Shane Hassett has over 7 years experience as a Project Management and Business Process Engineering with investment and holding groups in Europe and North America.

PROMOTER NAME

Shane Hassett

COMPANY NAME

Fortes Ocean Limited.

PHONE: 087 7454114
EMAIL: shanehassett@fortesocean.com
WEBSITE: fortesocean.com
TWITTER: @FortesOcean

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

The Real Irish Potato Company is a Kerry based Food Company that offers a range of uniquely Irish Potato based Products. We are unique, the first and plan on being the best. The Company will use 100% Irish products and will be successful by working hard and having fun.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Stephen Wallace is a sommelier with over 12 years experience in the Food & Wine Industry culminating in TV appearances on TV3 as their wine critic on Morning AM. A wine importer and distributor, he was also a partner in two successful restaurants. His work has received positive reviews from renowned Food & Wine critics.

PROMOTER NAME

Stephen Wallace

COMPANY NAME

The Real Irish Potato Company Limited.

PHONE: 085 8504535
EMAIL: Stephenw12000@hotmail.com
WEBSITE: www.realirishpotato.com
TWITTER: @ReallIrishPotato
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DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Naturally Cordial Ltd produces premium cordials from organic citrus fruits and Wexford soft fruit that taste fantastic.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Clodagh has a background in organisational psychology and has run several small businesses in the past. She is passionate about adding value to local raw materials through the development of premium, innovative products that have export potential.

PROMOTER NAME
Clodagh Davis
COMPANY NAME
Naturally Cordial Ltd
PHONE: 087 2752953
EMAIL: clodaghdavis@eircom.net
WEBSITE: www.naturallycordial.com
TWITTER: @ClodaghDavis

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Wrapsies® are high quality toweling garments suitable for children and adults. A new cross-seasonal clothing segment has been designed to aid the changing of clothes at the beach, leisure center, schools and deals with issues around child protection and other awkward situations.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
The promoter has extensive management skills plus a background in IT and customer service. The business has grown from a cottage industry into a commercially scalable business. In 2013, the promoter signed a distribution deal for Europe plus co-branding with Disney through an Irish based agency.

PROMOTER NAME
Denise Dawson
COMPANY NAME
Wrapsies Ltd
PHONE: 086 3723149
EMAIL: info@wrapsies.ie
WEBSITE: www.wrapsies.ie
TWITTER: @wrapsies
**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

LifeFiler is a software platform that helps you plan for your future, and lets you access and share your plans and key documents wherever you go.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

John Glynn, CEO. MBA and Diplomas in Advanced Management, E-Commerce and Marketing. He has over 30 years of international business and sales experience in disparate markets.

**PROMOTER NAME**

**John Glynn**

**COMPANY NAME**

Endpal Ltd (TA: LifeFiler)

**PHONE:** 086 3883146

**EMAIL:** john@lifefiler.com

**WEBSITE:** www.lifefiler.com

---

**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Tau is a cloud based web app service providing mobile payment and document management solutions to businesses and individuals.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

Joseph Mahon is a qualified dental specialist and parent of six with an interest in technology and simplifying a busy life. He has established and run multiple dental practices in the US and Ireland and received a US patent in 2012 that he is commercializing with 1Tau.

**PROMOTER NAME**

**Joseph Mahon**

**COMPANY NAME**

1Tau

**PHONE:** 086 7758709

**EMAIL:** joseph@1Tau.com

**WEBSITE:** www.joseph@1Tau.com

**TWITTER:** @1Tau.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
BPM Junction is an electronic music sales, promotion, and knowledge exchange platform. The website is the world’s first to empower electronic musicians to sell and promote their music easily online without the need for multiple middle men.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Kieran Bolger is an experienced and creative individual with an entrepreneurial spirit. He has a passion for new and creative ideas that disrupt the current status quo, empower people and create change. Kieran believes that the online world is rapidly delivering independence to all walks of life.

PROMOTER NAME
Kieran Bolger
COMPANY NAME
Audio Cloud Innovations Ltd
PHONE: 089 4860137
EMAIL: kieran.bolger@bpmjunction.com
WEBSITE: www.bpmjunction.com
TWITTER: @BPMJunction

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
eCuirt Teoranta, t/a eCourt, has developed a dedicated trial presentation tool, the eCourt Pad, which facilitates the presentation of cases to a court in electronic form, thereby greatly reducing or eliminating the use of paper.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Kieran Morris BL has a record of over thirty years in business, having run several companies during that time. In 2008 he commenced studying law at Kings Inns, Dublin. He was called to the Bar in 2012. He currently practices civil and criminal law.

PROMOTER NAME
Kieran Morris
COMPANY NAME
eCuirt Teoranta
PHONE: 087 9598301
EMAIL: kieran.morris@ecourtpad.com
WEBSITE: www.ecourtpad.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

CMC Hygea Limited is a class 1 medical device manufacturer, supplying products to aid in the reduction of the incidence of Health Care Associated Infections. Our first product is a system consisting of a reusable P.A.I.L. & a single use liner for use in health care settings where patient assisted washing is required.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Michael Malone is an entrepreneur with 20 years experience in running his own construction and paving business which unfortunately ceased trading in 2009 due to the economic downturn. Michael founded CMC Hygea Limited in early 2012.

PROMOTER NAME
Michael Malone

COMPANY NAME
CMC Hygea Limited

PHONE: 051 345044
EMAIL: info@cmchygea.com
WEBSITE: www.cmchygea.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Pundit Arena is a sports media website powered by articulate fans, aspiring and experienced sports journalists. Launched in November 2013, Pundit Arena had 397 users for that month, but now commands 218,000 users across 214 countries. These figures account for the month of August 2014 alone.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

A Commerce graduate from University College Cork, Ross has been involved in entrepreneurship right from the start of his college days opting for relevant modules and partaking in small scale ventures. Idea generation being his strongest point he has developed and refined ideas for several third parties.

PROMOTER NAME
Ross O’Dwyer

COMPANY NAME
Audio Cloud Innovations Ltd.

PHONE: 087 3891100
EMAIL: ross@punditarena.com
WEBSITE: www.punditarena.com
TWITTER: @PunditArena
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
At Claddagh Wood we manufacture wood products in high volumes for the North American homewares and giftware markets. We warehouse our products in the USA and fulfil orders from within the marketplace.

PROMOTER NAME
Ken Byrne

COMPANY NAME
KS Claddagh Wood Limited t/a Claddagh Wood

PHONE: 087 3891100
EMAIL: sales@claddaghwood.com
WEBSITE: www.claddaghwood.com
New Frontiers Locations